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Abstract
The problem of tracking multiple objects in a video se-
quence poses several challenging tasks. For tracking-by-
detection, these include object re-identification, motion pre-
diction and dealing with occlusions. We present a tracker
(without bells and whistles) that accomplishes tracking
without specifically targeting any of these tasks, in partic-
ular, we perform no training or optimization on tracking
data. To this end, we exploit the bounding box regression of
an object detector to predict the position of an object in the
next frame, thereby converting a detector into a Tracktor.
We demonstrate the potential of Tracktor and provide a new
state-of-the-art on three multi-object tracking benchmarks
by extending it with a straightforward re-identification and
camera motion compensation.
We then perform an analysis on the performance and
failure cases of several state-of-the-art tracking methods
in comparison to our Tracktor. Surprisingly, none of the
dedicated tracking methods are considerably better in deal-
ing with complex tracking scenarios, namely, small and
occluded objects or missing detections. However, our ap-
proach tackles most of the easy tracking scenarios. There-
fore, we motivate our approach as a new tracking paradigm
and point out promising future research directions. Over-
all, Tracktor yields superior tracking performance than any
current tracking method and our analysis exposes remain-
ing and unsolved tracking challenges to inspire future re-
search directions.
1. Introduction
Scene understanding from video remains one of the big
challenges of computer vision. Humans are often the center
of attention in a scene, which leads to the fundamental prob-
lem of detecting and tracking them in a video. Tracking-by-
detection has emerged as the preferred paradigm to solve
the problem of tracking multiple objects as it simplifies the
task by breaking it into two steps: (i) detecting object loca-
tions independently in each frame, (ii) form tracks by link-
ing corresponding detections across time. The linking step,
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or data association, is a challenging task on its own, due
to missing and spurious detections, occlusions, and target
interactions in crowded environments. To address these is-
sues, research in this area has produced increasingly com-
plex models achieving only marginally better results, e.g.,
multiple object tracking accuracy has only improved 2.4%
in the last two years on the MOT16 [45] benchmark.
In this paper, we push tracking-by-detection to the limit
by using only an object detection method to perform track-
ing. We show that one can achieve state-of-the-art tracking
results by training a neural network only on the task of de-
tection. As indicated by the blue arrows in Figure 1, the
regressor of an object detector such as Faster-RCNN [52]
is sufficient to construct object trajectories in a multitude
of challenging tracking scenarios. This raises an interest-
ing question that we discuss in this paper: If a detector can
solve most of the tracking problems, what are the real sit-
uations where a dedicated tracking algorithm is necessary?
We hope our work and the presented Tracktor allows re-
searchers to focus on the still unsolved critical challenges
of multi-object tracking.
This paper presents four main contributions:
• We introduce the Tracktor which tackles multi-object
tracking by exploiting the regression head of a detector
to perform temporal realignment of object bounding
boxes.
• We present two simple extensions to Tracktor, a re-
identification Siamese network and a motion model.
The resulting tracker yields state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in three challenging multi-object tracking
benchmarks.
• We conduct a detailed analysis on failure cases and
challenging tracking scenarios, and show none of the
dedicated tracking methods perform substantially bet-
ter than our regression approach.
• We propose our method as a new tracking paradigm
which exploits the detector and allows researchers to
focus on the remaining complex tracking challenges.
This includes an extensive study on promising future
research directions.
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bkt 1
<latexit sha1_base64="ok L4prYJuqY7IAYUhgebUSI2g8U=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2 pr1ofjboR3AwWoRtL0o0uC25cVrAPaGOYTCft0MkkzEyEGvI lblwo4tZPceeun+L0sdDWAxcO59zLvfcECWdKO863VdjY3N reKe6W9vYPDsv20XFbxakktEViHstugBXlTNCWZprTbiIpj gJOO8H4ZuZ3HqlULBb3epJQL8JDwUJGsDaSb5ezfhCiIH8Y+ 5m+dHPfrjg1Zw60TtwlqTROq9MpADR9+6s/iEkaUaEJx0r1 XCfRXoalZoTTvNRPFU0wGeMh7RkqcESVl80Pz9GFUQYojKU podFc/T2R4UipSRSYzgjrkVr1ZuJ/Xi/V4bWXMZGkmgqyWBS mHOkYzVJAAyYp0XxiCCaSmVsRGWGJiTZZlUwI7urL66Rdr7 lOzb0zadRhgSKcwTlUwYUraMAtNKEFBFJ4hld4s56sF+vd+ li0FqzlzAn8gfX5A0ZylP0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ub d8xVaxQUPvWoxeUfH1hxlVLwE=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3 4rPXRqBvBzWARurEk3eiyIIjLCvYBbQ2T6aQdOpmEmRuhhny JGxeKuPUv3OqqOz/F6WOhrQcuHM65l3vv8WPBNTjO2FpZXV vf2Mxt5bd3dvcK9v5BQ0eJoqxOIxGplk80E1yyOnAQrBUrR kJfsKY/vJz4zXumNI/kLYxi1g1JX/KAUwJG8uxC2vED7Gd3Q y+FMzfz7KJTdqbAy8Sdk2L1qPT9Mf66qnn2Z6cX0SRkEqgg WrddJ4ZuShRwKliW7ySaxYQOSZ+1DZUkZLqbTg/P8KlReji IlCkJeKr+nkhJqPUo9E1nSGCgF72J+J/XTiC46KZcxgkwSWe LgkRgiPAkBdzjilEQI0MIVdzciumAKELBZJU3IbiLLy+TRq XsOmX3xqRRQTPk0DE6QSXkonNURdeohuqIogQ9omf0Yj1YT 9ar9TZrXbHmM4foD6z3H8GHltg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ub d8xVaxQUPvWoxeUfH1hxlVLwE=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3 4rPXRqBvBzWARurEk3eiyIIjLCvYBbQ2T6aQdOpmEmRuhhny JGxeKuPUv3OqqOz/F6WOhrQcuHM65l3vv8WPBNTjO2FpZXV vf2Mxt5bd3dvcK9v5BQ0eJoqxOIxGplk80E1yyOnAQrBUrR kJfsKY/vJz4zXumNI/kLYxi1g1JX/KAUwJG8uxC2vED7Gd3Q y+FMzfz7KJTdqbAy8Sdk2L1qPT9Mf66qnn2Z6cX0SRkEqgg WrddJ4ZuShRwKliW7ySaxYQOSZ+1DZUkZLqbTg/P8KlReji IlCkJeKr+nkhJqPUo9E1nSGCgF72J+J/XTiC46KZcxgkwSWe LgkRgiPAkBdzjilEQI0MIVdzciumAKELBZJU3IbiLLy+TRq XsOmX3xqRRQTPk0DE6QSXkonNURdeohuqIogQ9omf0Yj1YT 9ar9TZrXbHmM4foD6z3H8GHltg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/f TSQf+SfARWoipJYr60EFcz1iQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEOy NrxgfWfXoZTAIXgy7uegx4MVjBPOAZF1mJ7PJkNkHM71CXPI lXjwo4tVP8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSqFRsf5tkobm1vbO+ Xdyt7+wWHVPjru6CRTjLdZIhPVC6jmUsS8jQIl76WK0yiQv BtMbuZ+95ErLZL4Hqcp9yI6ikUoGEUj+XY1HwQhCWYPEz/HS 3fm2zWn7ixA1olbkBoUaPn212CYsCziMTJJte67TopeThUK JvmsMsg0Tymb0BHvGxrTiGsvXxw+I+dGGZIwUaZiJAv190R OI62nUWA6I4pjverNxf+8fobhtZeLOM2Qx2y5KMwkwYTMUyB DoThDOTWEMiXMrYSNqaIMTVYVE4K7+vI66TTqrlN375xas1 HEUYZTOIMLcOEKmnALLWgDgwye4RXerCfrxXq3PpatJauYO YE/sD5/AD3Nkr0=</latexit>
Detection
<latexit sha1_base64="a3zPzj852AusnfoGgARuK7O+bN w=">AAAB8HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEm60WVBFy4r2Ie0oUymN+3QySTMTIQS+hVuXCji1s9x5984abPQ1gMDh3 PuZe45QSK4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN7nfeUKleSwfzDRBP6Ijy UPOqLHS4y0aZDkbVKpuzZ2DrBKvIFUo0BxUvvrDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJn5X6qMaFsQkfYs1TSCLWfzQ+ekXOrDEkY K/ukIXP190ZGI62nUWAnI2rGetnLxf+8XmrCaz/jMkkNSrb4KEwFMTHJ05MhVzavmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEdlW4K3HHmVtO s1z6159/Vq47KoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACBhE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj8XomlPsnMAfOJ8/24aQWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3zPzj852AusnfoGgARuK7O+bN w=">AAAB8HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEm60WVBFy4r2Ie0oUymN+3QySTMTIQS+hVuXCji1s9x5984abPQ1gMDh3 PuZe45QSK4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN7nfeUKleSwfzDRBP6Ijy UPOqLHS4y0aZDkbVKpuzZ2DrBKvIFUo0BxUvvrDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJn5X6qMaFsQkfYs1TSCLWfzQ+ekXOrDEkY K/ukIXP190ZGI62nUWAnI2rGetnLxf+8XmrCaz/jMkkNSrb4KEwFMTHJ05MhVzavmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEdlW4K3HHmVtO s1z6159/Vq47KoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACBhE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj8XomlPsnMAfOJ8/24aQWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3zPzj852AusnfoGgARuK7O+bN w=">AAAB8HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEm60WVBFy4r2Ie0oUymN+3QySTMTIQS+hVuXCji1s9x5984abPQ1gMDh3 PuZe45QSK4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN7nfeUKleSwfzDRBP6Ijy UPOqLHS4y0aZDkbVKpuzZ2DrBKvIFUo0BxUvvrDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJn5X6qMaFsQkfYs1TSCLWfzQ+ekXOrDEkY K/ukIXP190ZGI62nUWAnI2rGetnLxf+8XmrCaz/jMkkNSrb4KEwFMTHJ05MhVzavmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEdlW4K3HHmVtO s1z6159/Vq47KoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACBhE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj8XomlPsnMAfOJ8/24aQWw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a3zPzj852AusnfoGgARuK7O+bN w=">AAAB8HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBFcSEm60WVBFy4r2Ie0oUymN+3QySTMTIQS+hVuXCji1s9x5984abPQ1gMDh3 PuZe45QSK4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjto5TxbDFYhGrbkA1Ci6xZbgR2E0U0igQ2AkmN7nfeUKleSwfzDRBP6Ijy UPOqLHS4y0aZDkbVKpuzZ2DrBKvIFUo0BxUvvrDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJn5X6qMaFsQkfYs1TSCLWfzQ+ekXOrDEkY K/ukIXP190ZGI62nUWAnI2rGetnLxf+8XmrCaz/jMkkNSrb4KEwFMTHJ05MhVzavmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEdlW4K3HHmVtO s1z6159/Vq47KoowSncAYX4MEVNOAOmtACBhE8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj8XomlPsnMAfOJ8/24aQWw==</latexit>
Kill bkt ?
<latexit sha1_base64="BZWOIhb328d+9UtkvCRnowrAjQ k=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvi63gqSS96M2CF8FLBfsBbQyb7aZdutmE3YkQQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/47bNQVsfDD zem2FmXpAIrsFxvq219Y3Nre3STnl3b//g0D467ug4VZS1aSxi1QuIZoJL1gYOgvUSxUgUCNYNJtczv/vIlOaxvIcsYV5ER pKHnBIwkm9XbrkQuJYPghAH04eJD7Ur3646dWcOvErcglRRgZZvfw2GMU0jJoEKonXfdRLwcqKAU8Gm5UGqWULohIxY31BJ Iqa9fH78FJ8ZZYjDWJmSgOfq74mcRFpnUWA6IwJjvezNxP+8fgrhpZdzmaTAJF0sClOBIcazJPCQK0ZBZIYQqri5FdMxUY SCyatsQnCXX14lnUbdderuXaPabBRxlNAJOkXnyEUXqIluUAu1EUUZekav6M16sl6sd+tj0bpmFTMV9AfW5w80m5PE</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="BZWOIhb328d+9UtkvCRnowrAjQ k=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvi63gqSS96M2CF8FLBfsBbQyb7aZdutmE3YkQQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/47bNQVsfDD zem2FmXpAIrsFxvq219Y3Nre3STnl3b//g0D467ug4VZS1aSxi1QuIZoJL1gYOgvUSxUgUCNYNJtczv/vIlOaxvIcsYV5ER pKHnBIwkm9XbrkQuJYPghAH04eJD7Ur3646dWcOvErcglRRgZZvfw2GMU0jJoEKonXfdRLwcqKAU8Gm5UGqWULohIxY31BJ Iqa9fH78FJ8ZZYjDWJmSgOfq74mcRFpnUWA6IwJjvezNxP+8fgrhpZdzmaTAJF0sClOBIcazJPCQK0ZBZIYQqri5FdMxUY SCyatsQnCXX14lnUbdderuXaPabBRxlNAJOkXnyEUXqIluUAu1EUUZekav6M16sl6sd+tj0bpmFTMV9AfW5w80m5PE</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="BZWOIhb328d+9UtkvCRnowrAjQ k=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvi63gqSS96M2CF8FLBfsBbQyb7aZdutmE3YkQQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/47bNQVsfDD zem2FmXpAIrsFxvq219Y3Nre3STnl3b//g0D467ug4VZS1aSxi1QuIZoJL1gYOgvUSxUgUCNYNJtczv/vIlOaxvIcsYV5ER pKHnBIwkm9XbrkQuJYPghAH04eJD7Ur3646dWcOvErcglRRgZZvfw2GMU0jJoEKonXfdRLwcqKAU8Gm5UGqWULohIxY31BJ Iqa9fH78FJ8ZZYjDWJmSgOfq74mcRFpnUWA6IwJjvezNxP+8fgrhpZdzmaTAJF0sClOBIcazJPCQK0ZBZIYQqri5FdMxUY SCyatsQnCXX14lnUbdderuXaPabBRxlNAJOkXnyEUXqIluUAu1EUUZekav6M16sl6sd+tj0bpmFTMV9AfW5w80m5PE</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="BZWOIhb328d+9UtkvCRnowrAjQ k=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXtEcvi63gqSS96M2CF8FLBfsBbQyb7aZdutmE3YkQQv0rXjwo4tUf4s1/47bNQVsfDD zem2FmXpAIrsFxvq219Y3Nre3STnl3b//g0D467ug4VZS1aSxi1QuIZoJL1gYOgvUSxUgUCNYNJtczv/vIlOaxvIcsYV5ER pKHnBIwkm9XbrkQuJYPghAH04eJD7Ur3646dWcOvErcglRRgZZvfw2GMU0jJoEKonXfdRLwcqKAU8Gm5UGqWULohIxY31BJ Iqa9fH78FJ8ZZYjDWJmSgOfq74mcRFpnUWA6IwJjvezNxP+8fgrhpZdzmaTAJF0sClOBIcazJPCQK0ZBZIYQqri5FdMxUY SCyatsQnCXX14lnUbdderuXaPabBRxlNAJOkXnyEUXqIluUAu1EUUZekav6M16sl6sd+tj0bpmFTMV9AfW5w80m5PE</lat exit>
bkt
<latexit sha1_base64="3sMdPiN3yQnu0yGwRsgb6DCt4k 8=">AAAB8nicbVDJSgNBEK1xjXGL8eilMQg5hZlc9Bjw4jGCWWAyhp5OT9Kkp2forhHCkM/w4sEFr36NN/Fn7CwHTXxQ8H iviqp6YSqFQdf9cjY2t7Z3dgt7xf2Dw6Pj0km5bZJMM95iiUx0N6SGS6F4CwVK3k01p3EoeSccX8/8zgPXRiTqDicpD2I6V CISjKKV/LwXRiSc3o/72C9V3Jo7B1kn3pJUGuXq9ysANPulz94gYVnMFTJJjfE9N8UgpxoFk3xa7GWGp5SN6ZD7lioacxPk 85On5MIqAxIl2pZCMld/T+Q0NmYSh7Yzpjgyq95M/M/zM4yuglyoNEOu2GJRlEmCCZn9TwZCc4ZyYgllWthbCRtRTRnalI o2BG/15XXSrtc8t+bd2jTqsEABzuAcquDBJTTgBprQAgYJPMIzvDjoPDlvzvuidcNZzpzCHzgfP7xzkwM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YoGJd/fjcp3fVRy9uAD91MNaV2 4=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzEajbG0WQxCqnCXRsuAjWUE8wGXM+xt9pIle7vn7pwQjvwCaxsLRWzza+zEP+Pmo9DEBw OP92aYmRcmghtw3S8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHBaPjksn5bZRqaasRZVQuhsSwwSXrAUcBOsmmpE4FKwTjq/nfueRacOVvINJwoKYD CWPOCVgJT/rhREOp/fjPvRLFbfmLoA3ibcilUa5+v00eyg2+6XP3kDRNGYSqCDG+J6bQJARDZwKNi30UsMSQsdkyHxLJYmZ CbLFyVN8YZUBjpS2JQEv1N8TGYmNmcSh7YwJjMy6Nxf/8/wUoqsg4zJJgUm6XBSlAoPC8//xgGtGQUwsIVRzeyumI6IJBZ tSwYbgrb+8Sdr1mufWvFubRh0tkUdn6BxVkYcuUQPdoCZqIYoUekav6M0B58V5dz6WrTlnNXOK/sCZ/QAvFJQY</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="YoGJd/fjcp3fVRy9uAD91MNaV2 4=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzEajbG0WQxCqnCXRsuAjWUE8wGXM+xt9pIle7vn7pwQjvwCaxsLRWzza+zEP+Pmo9DEBw OP92aYmRcmghtw3S8nt7W9s7uX3y8cHBaPjksn5bZRqaasRZVQuhsSwwSXrAUcBOsmmpE4FKwTjq/nfueRacOVvINJwoKYD CWPOCVgJT/rhREOp/fjPvRLFbfmLoA3ibcilUa5+v00eyg2+6XP3kDRNGYSqCDG+J6bQJARDZwKNi30UsMSQsdkyHxLJYmZ CbLFyVN8YZUBjpS2JQEv1N8TGYmNmcSh7YwJjMy6Nxf/8/wUoqsg4zJJgUm6XBSlAoPC8//xgGtGQUwsIVRzeyumI6IJBZ tSwYbgrb+8Sdr1mufWvFubRh0tkUdn6BxVkYcuUQPdoCZqIYoUekav6M0B58V5dz6WrTlnNXOK/sCZ/QAvFJQY</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="Iv4dDbzkmwKf26FxXwAfGmc575 Y=">AAAB8nicbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLQM2lhHMByRn2NvsJUv2do/dOSEc+Rk2ForY+mvs/Ddukis08cHA47 0ZZuZFqRQWff/b29jc2t7ZLe2V9w8Oj44rJ6dtqzPDeItpqU03opZLoXgLBUreTQ2nSSR5J5rczv3OEzdWaPWA05SHCR0pE QtG0Um9vB/FJJo9TgY4qFT9mr8AWSdBQapQoDmofPWHmmUJV8gktbYX+CmGOTUomOSzcj+zPKVsQke856iiCbdhvjh5Ri6d MiSxNq4UkoX6eyKnibXTJHKdCcWxXfXm4n9eL8P4JsyFSjPkii0XxZkkqMn8fzIUhjOUU0coM8LdStiYGsrQpVR2IQSrL6 +Tdr0W+LXg3q826kUcJTiHC7iCAK6hAXfQhBYw0PAMr/DmoffivXsfy9YNr5g5gz/wPn8AGLyRDg==</latexit>
skt
<latexit sha1_base64="WvsDktUrJR22nvyprY4proAJFC E=">AAAB7HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+xVjaLAYhVbhLo2XAxjKClwTiGfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36DjYUigpU/yE78M24+Ck18MP B4b4aZeWEqhUHX/XIKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfm40jZJphn3WSIT3Q2p4VIo7qNAybup5jQOJe+E46uZ33ng2ohE3eIk5UFMh 0pEglG0km/ux33sl6tu3Z2DrBNvSarNSu37HQBa/fLn3SBhWcwVMkmN6XluikFONQom+bR0lxmeUjamQ96zVNGYmyCfHzsl 51YZkCjRthSSufp7IqexMZM4tJ0xxZFZ9Wbif14vw+gyyIVKM+SKLRZFmSSYkNnnZCA0ZygnllCmhb2VsBHVlKHNp2RD8F ZfXiftRt1z696NTaMBCxThFM6gBh5cQBOuoQU+MBDwCM/w4ijnyXl13hatBWc5cwJ/4Hz8AISvkJw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Wm/2PYvBwfP1oNECNOdQ0csRZ I=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL0RRxNLmIjGhInc0WpLYWGLiAQmcZG/Zgw17e+funAm58AssbCw0xtbKX2Nn/DMuH4WCL5 nk5b2ZzMwLEsE1Os6XldvY3Nreye8W9vaLB4elo3JLx6mizKOxiFUnIJoJLpmHHAXrJIqRKBCsHYwvZ377ninNY3mDk4T5E RlKHnJK0Eievh33sV+qODVnDnuduEtSaZSr3w8fd8Vmv/TZG8Q0jZhEKojWXddJ0M+IQk4FmxZ6qWYJoWMyZF1DJYmY9rP5 sVP7zCgDO4yVKYn2XP09kZFI60kUmM6I4EivejPxP6+bYnjhZ1wmKTJJF4vCVNgY27PP7QFXjKKYGEKo4uZWm46IIhRNPg UTgrv68jpp1WuuU3OvTRp1WCAPJ3AKVXDhHBpwBU3wgAKHR3iGF0taT9ar9bZozVnLmWP4A+v9B/dBkbE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/Wm/2PYvBwfP1oNECNOdQ0csRZ I=">AAAB7HicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL0RRxNLmIjGhInc0WpLYWGLiAQmcZG/Zgw17e+funAm58AssbCw0xtbKX2Nn/DMuH4WCL5 nk5b2ZzMwLEsE1Os6XldvY3Nreye8W9vaLB4elo3JLx6mizKOxiFUnIJoJLpmHHAXrJIqRKBCsHYwvZ377ninNY3mDk4T5E RlKHnJK0Eievh33sV+qODVnDnuduEtSaZSr3w8fd8Vmv/TZG8Q0jZhEKojWXddJ0M+IQk4FmxZ6qWYJoWMyZF1DJYmY9rP5 sVP7zCgDO4yVKYn2XP09kZFI60kUmM6I4EivejPxP6+bYnjhZ1wmKTJJF4vCVNgY27PP7QFXjKKYGEKo4uZWm46IIhRNPg UTgrv68jpp1WuuU3OvTRp1WCAPJ3AKVXDhHBpwBU3wgAKHR3iGF0taT9ar9bZozVnLmWP4A+v9B/dBkbE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MyQlsAAGzXFtv3GTeSC6lseIHZ Q=">AAAB7HicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tHLRmLiibRc5EjixSMmFkigku2yhQ3bbbM7NSENv8GLB43x6g/y5r9xgR4UfMkkL+ /NZGZemEph0HW/ndLW9s7uXnm/cnB4dHxSPT3rmCTTjPsskYnuhdRwKRT3UaDkvVRzGoeSd8Pp7cLvPnFtRKIecJbyIKZjJ SLBKFrJN4/TIQ6rNbfuLkE2iVeQGhRoD6tfg1HCspgrZJIa0/fcFIOcahRM8nllkBmeUjalY963VNGYmyBfHjsnV1YZkSjR thSSpfp7IqexMbM4tJ0xxYlZ9xbif14/w6gZ5EKlGXLFVouiTBJMyOJzMhKaM5QzSyjTwt5K2IRqytDmU7EheOsvb5JOo+ 65de/erbUaRRxluIBLuAYPbqAFd9AGHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+r1pJTzJzDHzifP+Dpjqc=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="ze s3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz 1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QI vHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb 3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbw fhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWoRScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGH PV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUx j9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQf09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufi f180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDU XZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ 5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</lat exit>
t  1
<latexit sha 1_base64="mYyeRYKFtlpLJP zefRyqEGcKOrw=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BiyWRgj0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bR LN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4 bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6 777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8v FJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeuj YjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPeCVN yhX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1h zFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJ Z6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx 6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEb GTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uw7q fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87/JUGj OUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOyY bgrb68TtrXVc+teve1SqOex1 GEMziHS/DgBhpwB01oAYMRPM MrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD 5zPH7aNjWA=</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="mYyeRYKFtlpLJP zefRyqEGcKOrw=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BiyWRgj0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bR LN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4 bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6 777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8v FJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeuj YjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPeCVN yhX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1h zFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJ Z6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx 6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEb GTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uw7q fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87/JUGj OUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOyY bgrb68TtrXVc+teve1SqOex1 GEMziHS/DgBhpwB01oAYMRPM MrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD 5zPH7aNjWA=</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="mYyeRYKFtlpLJP zefRyqEGcKOrw=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BiyWRgj0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bR LN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4 bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6 777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8v FJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeuj YjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPeCVN yhX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1h zFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJ Z6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx 6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEb GTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uw7q fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87/JUGj OUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOyY bgrb68TtrXVc+teve1SqOex1 GEMziHS/DgBhpwB01oAYMRPM MrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD 5zPH7aNjWA=</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="mYyeRYKFtlpLJP zefRyqEGcKOrw=">AAAB6nic bVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBb BiyWRgj0WvHisaD+gDWWz3bR LN5uwOxFK6E/w4kERr/4ib/4 bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6 777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8v FJ28SpZrzFYhnrbkANl0LxFg qUvJtoTqNA8k4wuZ37nSeuj YjVI04T7kd0pEQoGEUrPeCVN yhX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1h zFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJ Z6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx 6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEb GTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uw7q fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87/JUGj OUE4toUwLeythY6opQ5tOyY bgrb68TtrXVc+teve1SqOex1 GEMziHS/DgBhpwB01oAYMRPM MrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD 5zPH7aNjWA=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit>
t
<latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zes3vBFXxjNR5abVqS2GqVmU2R 0=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0RzDHgxWMC5gHJEmYnvcmY2QczvUII+QIvHhTx6id582+cJHvQxIKGoq qb7q4gVdKQ6347G5tb2zu7hb3i/sHh0XHp5LRlkkwLbIpEJboTcINKxtgkSQo7qUYeBQrbwfhu7refUBuZxA80SdGP+DCWo RScrNSgfqnsVtwF2DrxclKGHPV+6as3SEQWYUxCcWO6npuSP+WapFA4K/YygykXYz7ErqUxj9D408WhM3ZplQELE20rJrZQ f09MeWTMJApsZ8RpZFa9ufif180orPpTGacZYSyWi8JMMUrY/Gs2kBoFqYklXGhpb2VixDUXZLMp2hC81ZfXSeu64rkVr3 FTrlXzOApwDhdwBR7cQg3uoQ5NEIDwDK/w5jw6L86787Fs3XDymTP4A+fzB90njO4=</latexit>
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Figure 1: The presented Tracktor accomplishes multi-object tracking only with an object detector and consists of two primary
processing steps, indicated in blue and red, for a given frame t. First, the regression of the object detector aligns already exist-
ing track bounding boxes bkt−1 of frame t− 1 to the object’s new position at frame t. The corresponding object classification
scores skt of the new bounding box positions are then used to kill potentially occluded tracks. Second, the object detector (or
a given set of public detections) provides a set of detections Dt of frame t. Finally, a new track is initialized if a detection has
no substantial Intersection over Union with any bounding box of the set of active tracks Bt = {bk1t ,bk2t , · · · }.
1.1. Related work
Several computer vision tasks such as surveillance, ac-
tivity recognition or autonomous driving rely on object tra-
jectories as input. Despite the vast literature on multi-
object tracking [42, 38], it still remains a challenging prob-
lem, especially in crowded environments where occlusions
and false detections are common. Most state-of-the-art
works follow the tracking-by-detection paradigm which
heavily relies on the performance of the underlying detec-
tion method.
Recently, neural network based detectors have clearly
outperformed all other methods for detection [33, 52, 50].
The family of detectors that evolved to Faster-RCNN [52],
and further detectors such as SDP [63], rely on object pro-
posals which are passed to an object classification and a
bounding box regression head of a neural network. The lat-
ter refines bounding boxes to fit tightly around the object.
In this paper, we show that one can rethink the use of this
regressor for tracking purposes.
Tracking as a graph problem. The data association prob-
lem deals with keeping the identity of the tracked objects
given the available detections. This can be done on a
frame by frame basis for online applications [5, 15, 48] or
track-by-track [3]. Since video analysis can be done of-
fline, batch methods are preferred since they are more ro-
bust to occlusions. A common formalism is to represent
the problem as a graph, where each detection is a node,
and edges indicate a possible link. The data association
can then be formulated as maximum flow [4] or, equiva-
lently, minimum cost problem with either fixed costs based
on distance [26, 49, 66], including motion models [39], or
learned costs [36]. Alternative formulations typically lead
to more involved optimization problems, including mini-
mum cliques [65], general-purpose solvers like MCMC [64]
or multi-cuts [59]. A recent trend is to design ever more
complex models which include other vision input such as
reconstruction for multi-camera sequences [40, 60], activ-
ity recognition [12], segmentation [46], keypoint trajecto-
ries [10] or joint detection [59]. In general, the signifi-
cantly higher computational costs do not translate to signif-
icantly higher accuracy. In fact, in this work, we show that
we can outperform all graph-based trackers significantly
while keeping the tracker online. Even within a graphical
model optimization, one needs to define a measure to iden-
tify whether two bounding boxes belong to the same person
or not. This can be done by analyzing either the appearance
of the pedestrian, or its motion.
Appearance models and re-identification. Discriminating
and re-identifying (reID) objects by appearance is in partic-
ular a problem in crowded scenes with many object-object
occlusions. In the exhaustive literature that uses appearance
models or reID methods to improve multi-object tracking,
color-based models are very common [31]. However, these
are not always reliable for pedestrian tracking, since peo-
ple can wear very similar clothes, and color statistics are
often contaminated by background pixels and illumination
changes. The authors of [34] borrow ideas from person re-
identification and adapt them to “re-identify” targets dur-
ing tracking. In [62], a CRF model is learned to better
distinguish pedestrians with similar appearance. Both ap-
pearance and short-term motion in the form of optical flow
can be used as input to a Siamese neural network to decide
whether two boxes belong to the same track or not [35].
Recently, [54] showed the importance of learned reID fea-
tures for multi-object tracking. We confirm this view in our
experiments.
Motion models and trajectory prediction. Several works
resort to motion to discriminate between pedestrians, es-
pecially in highly crowded scenes. The most common as-
sumption is the one of constant velocity (CVA) [11, 2], but
pedestrian motion gets more complex in crowded scenarios
for which researchers have turned to the more expressive
Social Force Model [57, 48, 61, 39]. Such a model can also
be learned from data [36]. Deep Learning has been exten-
sively used to learn social etiquette in crowded scenarios
for trajectory prediction [39, 1, 55]. [67] use single object
tracking trained networks to create tracklets for further post-
processing into trajectories. Recently, [7, 51] proposed to
use reinforcement learning to predict the position of an ob-
ject in the next frame. While [7] focuses on single object
tracking, the authors of [51] train a multi-object pedestrian
tracker composed of a bounding box predictor and a de-
cision network for collaborative decision making between
tracked objects.
Video object detection. Multi-object tracking without
frame-to-frame identity prediction is a subproblem usually
referred to as video object detection. In order to improve de-
tections, many methods exploit spatio-temporal consisten-
cies of object positions. Both [28] and [27] generate multi-
frame bounding box tuplet proposals and extract detection
scores and features with a CNN and LSTM, respectively.
Recently, the authors of [47] improve object detections by
applying optical flow to propagate scores between frames.
Eventually, [18] proposes to solve the tracking and detec-
tion problem jointly. They propose a network which pro-
cesses two consecutive frames and exploits tracking ground
truth data to improve detection regression, thereby, generat-
ing two-frame tracklets. With a subsequent offline method,
these tracklets are combined to multi-frame tracks. How-
ever, we show that our regression tracker is not only online,
but superior in dealing with object occlusions. In particular,
we do not only temporally align detections, but preserve
their identity.
2. A detector is all you need
We propose to convert a detector into a Tracktor per-
forming multiple object tracking. Several CNN-based de-
tection algorithms [52, 63] contain some form of bounding
box refinement through regression. We propose an exploita-
tion of such a regressor for the task of tracking. This has two
key advantages: (i) we do not require any tracking specific
training, and (ii) we do not perform any complex optimiza-
tion at test time, hence our tracker is online. Furthermore,
we show that our method achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on several challenging tracking scenarios.
2.1. Object detector
The core element of our tracking pipeline is a regression-
based detector. In our case, we train a Faster R-CNN [52]
with ResNet-101 [22] and Feature Pyramid Networks
(FPN) [41] on the MOT17Det [45] pedestrian detection
dataset.
To perform object detection, Faster R-CNN applies a Re-
gion Proposal Network to generate a multitude of bound-
ing box proposals for each potential object. Feature maps
for each proposal are extracted via Region of Interest (RoI)
pooling [21], and passed to the classification and regression
heads. The classification head assigns an object score to
the proposal, in our case, it evaluates the likelihood of the
proposal showing a pedestrian. The regression head refines
the bounding box location tightly around an object. The de-
tector yields the final set of object detections by applying
non-maximum-suppression (NMS) to the refined bounding
box proposals. Our presented method exploits the afore-
mentioned ability to regress and classify bounding boxes to
perform multi-object tracking.
2.2. Tracktor
The challenge of multi-object tracking is to extract the
spatial and temporal positions, i.e., trajectories, of k ob-
jects given a frame by frame video sequence. Such a tra-
jectory is defined as a list of ordered object bounding boxes
Tk = {bkt1 ,bkt2 , · · · }, where a bounding box is defined by
its coordinates bkt = (x, y, w, h), and t represents a frame
of the video. We denote the set object bounding boxes in
frame t with Bt = {bk1t ,bk2t , · · · }. Note, that each Tk
or Bt can contain less elements than the total number of
frames or trajectories in a sequence, respectively. At t = 0,
our tracker initializes tracks from the first set of detections
D0 = {d10,d20, · · · } = B0. In Figure 1, we illustrate the
two subsequent processing steps (the nuts and bolts of our
method) for a given frame t for all t > 0, namely, the
bounding box regression and track initialization.
Bounding box regression. The first step, denoted with blue
arrows, exploits the bounding box regression to extend ac-
tive trajectories to the current frame t. This is achieved by
regressing the bounding box bkt−1 of frame t − 1 to the
object’s new position bkt at frame t. In the case of Faster
R-CNN, this corresponds to applying RoI pooling on the
features of the current frame but with the previous bound-
ing box coordinates. Our assumption is that the target has
moved only slightly between frames, which is usually en-
sured from high frame rates (see Section B.5 of the sup-
plementary for a frame rate robustness evaluation of Track-
tor).The identity is automatically transferred from the pre-
vious to the regressed bounding box, effectively creating a
trajectory. This is repeated for all subsequent frames.
After the bounding box regression, our tracker considers
two cases for killing (deactivating) a trajectory: (i) an ob-
ject leaving the frame or occluded by a non-object is killed
if its new classification score skt is below σactive and (ii)
occlusions between objects are handled by applying non-
maximum suppression (NMS) to all remaining Bt and their
corresponding scores with an Intersection over Union (IoU)
threshold λactive.
Bounding box initialization. In order to account for new
targets, the object detector also provides the detections Dt
for the entire frame t. This second step, indicated in Fig-
ure 1 with red arrows, is analogous to the first initialization
at t = 0. But a detection from Dt starts a trajectory only
if the IoU with any of the already active trajectories bkt is
smaller than λnew. That is, we consider a detection for a
new trajectory only if it is covering a potentially new object
that is not explained by any trajectory. It should be noted
again that our Tracktor does not require any tracking spe-
cific training or optimization and solely relies on an object
detection method. This allows us to directly benefit from
improved object detection methods and, most importantly,
enables a comparatively cheap transfer to different tracking
datasets or scenarios in which no ground truth tracking but
only detection data is available.
2.3. Tracking extensions
In this section, we present two straightforward exten-
sions to our vanilla Tracktor: a motion model and a re-
identification algorithm. Both are aimed at improving iden-
tity preservation across frames and are common examples
of techniques used to enhance, e.g., graph-based tracking
methods [39, 62, 35].
Motion model. Our previous assumption that the position
of an object changes only slightly from frame to frame does
not hold in two scenarios: large camera motion and low
video frame rates. In extreme cases, the bounding boxes
from frame t− 1 might not contain the tracked object in
frame t at all. Therefore, we apply two types of motion
models that will improve the bounding box position in fu-
ture frames. For sequences with a moving camera, we apply
a straightforward camera motion compensation (CMC) by
aligning frames via image registration using the Enhanced
Correlation Coefficient (ECC) maximization as introduced
in [16]. For sequences with comparatively low frame rates,
we apply a constant velocity assumption (CVA) for all ob-
jects as in [11, 2].
Re-identification. In order to keep our tracker online,
we suggest a short-term re-identification (reID) based on
appearance vectors generated by a Siamese neural net-
work [6, 25, 54]. To that end, we store killed (deactivated)
tracks in their non-regressed version bkt−1 for a fixed num-
ber of FreID frames. We then compare the distance in the
embedding space of the deactivated with the newly detected
tracks and re-identify via a threshold. The embedding space
distance is computed by a Siamese CNN and appearance
feature vectors for each of the bounding boxes. It should
be noted that the reID network is indeed trained on tracking
ground truth data. To minimize the risk of false reIDs, we
only consider pairs of deactivated and new bounding boxes
with a sufficiently large IoU. The motion model is continu-
ously applied to the deactivated tracks.
3. Experiments
We demonstrate the tracking performance of our pro-
posed Tracktor tracker as well as its extension Tracktor++
on several datasets focusing on pedestrian tracking. 1 In ad-
dition, we perform an ablation study of the aforementioned
extensions and further show that our tracker outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in tracking accuracy and excels at
identity preservation.
MOTChallenge. The multi-object tracking benchmark
MOTChallenge 2 consists of several challenging pedestrian
tracking sequences, with frequent occlusions and crowded
scenes. Sequences vary in their angle of view, size of ob-
jects, camera motion and frame rate. The challenge con-
tains three separate tracking benchmarks, namely 2D MOT
2015 [37], MOT16 and MOT17 [45]. The MOT17 test
set includes a total of 7 sequences each of which is pro-
vided with three sets of public detections. The detections
originate from different object detectors each with increas-
ing performance, namely DPM [19], Faster R-CNN [52]
and SDP [63]. Our object detector is trained on the
MOT17Det [45] detection benchmark which contains the
same images as MOT17. The MOT16 benchmark also con-
tains the same sequences as MOT17 but only provides DPM
public detections. The 2D MOT 2015 benchmark provides
ACF [14] detections for 11 sequences. The complexity of
the tracking problem requires several metrics to measure
different aspects of a tracker’s performance. The Multiple
Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) [29] and ID F1 Score
(IDF1) [53] quantify two of the main aspects, namely, ob-
ject coverage and identity.
Public detections. For a fair comparison with other track-
ing methods, we perform all experiments with the public
detections provided by MOTChallenge. That is, all meth-
ods compared in this paper, including our approach and its
extension, process the same precomputed frame by frame
detections. For our method, a new trajectory is only initial-
ized from a public detection bounding box, i.e., we never
1Tracktor code: https://git.io/fjQr8.
2The MOTChallenge web page: https://motchallenge.net.
Method MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ ID Sw. ↓
D&T [18] 50.1 24.9 23.1 27.1 3561 52481 2715
Tracktor-no-FPN 57.4 58.7 30.2 22.5 2821 45042 1981
Tracktor 61.5 61.1 33.5 20.7 367 42903 1747
Tracktor+reID 61.5 62.8 33.5 20.7 367 42903 921
Tracktor+CMC 61.9 64.1 35.3 21.4 323 42454 458
Tracktor++ (reID + CMC) 61.9 64.7 35.3 21.4 323 42454 326
Table 1: This ablation study illustrates multiple aspects on
the performance of our Tracktor. In particular the improve-
ments from extending it with tracking specific methods, i.e.,
a short-term bounding box re-identification and camera mo-
tion compensation by frame alignment. The combination
yields the Tracktor++ tracker. We evaluated only on the
Faster R-CNN set of MOT17 public detections. The arrows
indicate low or high optimal metric values.
use our object detector to detect a new bounding box. We
only apply the bounding box regressor and classifier to ob-
tain new bkt and s
k
t , respectively. The MOTChallenge pub-
lic benchmark includes multiple methods [30, 9, 13] which
classify the given detections with trained neural networks,
hence, we consider our processing of the given detections
also as public.
3.1. Ablation study
The ablation study on the MOT17 [45] training set in
Table 1 is intended to show three aspects: (i) the superior-
ity of our approach when applying a detector for tracking,
(ii) the potential from an improved object detection method
and (iii) improvements from extending our vanilla Track-
tor with tracking specific methods, namely, re-identification
(reID) and camera motion compensation (CMC). It should
be noted, that although MOT17Det and MOT17 contain the
same images, we refrained from a cross-validation on the
training set as our vanilla Tracktor was never trained on
tracking ground truth data. The video object detector and
tracker D&T [18] trains a detector on tracking ground truth
data which generates two-frame tracklets. However, de-
spite a subsequent offline dynamic programming track gen-
eration their detector-based tracker is inferior to our online
regression-based track generation over multiple frames. In
addition, we demonstrate the potential of our framework
with respect to improved detection methods by showing
the tracking performance of Tracktor-no-FPN, i.e., our ap-
proach and a Faster R-CNN without Feature Pyramid Net-
works (FPN) [41]. Despite the simple nature of our exten-
sions to Tracktor++, their contribution is significant towards
the drastic reduction of identity switches and an increment
of the IDF1 measure. In the next section, we show that
this effect successfully translates to a comparison with other
state-of-the-art methods on the test set.
Method MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ ID Sw. ↓
M
O
T
17
Tracktor++ 53.5 52.3 19.5 36.6 12201 248047 2072
eHAF [58] 51.8 54.7 23.4 37.9 33212 236772 1834
FWT [23] 51.3 47.6 21.4 35.2 24101 247921 2648
jCC [30] 51.2 54.5 20.9 37.0 25937 247822 1802
MOTDT17 [9] 50.9 52.7 17.5 35.7 24069 250768 2474
MHT DAM [32] 50.7 47.2 20.8 36.9 22875 252889 2314
M
O
T
16
Tracktor++ 54.4 52.5 19.0 36.9 3280 79149 682
HCC [44] 49.3 50.7 17.8 39.9 5333 86795 391
LMP [59] 48.8 51.3 18.2 40.1 6654 86245 481
GCRA [43] 48.2 48.6 12.9 41.1 5104 88586 821
FWT [23] 47.8 44.3 19.1 38.2 8886 85487 852
MOTDT [9] 47.6 50.9 15.2 38.3 9253 85431 792
2D
M
O
T
20
15 Tracktor++ 44.1 46.7 18.0 26.2 6477 26577 1318
AP HWDPL p [8] 38.5 47.1 8.7 37.4 4005 33203 586
AMIR15 [56] 37.6 46.0 15.8 26.8 7933 29397 1026
JointMC [30] 35.6 45.1 23.2 39.3 10580 28508 457
RAR15pub [17] 35.1 45.4 13.0 42.3 6771 32717 381
Table 2: We compare our online multi-object tracker Track-
tor++ with other modern tracking methods. As a result, we
achieve a new state-of-the-art in terms of MOTA for pub-
lic detections on all three MOTChallenge benchmarks. The
arrows indicate low or high optimal metric values.
3.2. Benchmark evaluation
We evaluate the performance of our Tracktor++ on the
test set of the respective benchmark, without any training
or optimization on the tracking train set. Table 2 presents
the overall results accumulated over all sequences, and for
MOT17 over all three sets of public detections. For our
comparison, we only consider officially published and peer-
reviewed entries in the MOTChallenge benchmark. Our
supplementary material provides a detailed summary of all
results on individual sequences. For all sequences, cam-
era motion compensation (CMC) and reID are used. The
only low frame rate sequence is the 2D MOT 2015 AVG-
TownCentre, for which we apply the aforementioned con-
stant velocity assumption (CVA). For the two autonomous
driving sequences, originally from the KITTI [20] bench-
mark, we apply the rotation as well as translation cam-
era motion compensation. Note, we use the same Track-
tor++ tracker, trained on MOT17Det object detections, for
all benchmarks. As we show, it is able to achieve a new
state-of-the-art in terms of MOTA on all three challenges.
In particular, our results on MOT16 demonstrate the abil-
ity of our tracker to cope with detections of comparatively
minor performance. Due to the nature of our tracker and the
robustness of the frame by frame bounding box regression,
we outperform all other trackers on MOT16 by a large mar-
gin, specifically in terms of false negatives (FN) and identity
preserving (IDF1). It should be noted, that we also provide
a new state-of-the-art on 2D MOT 2015, even though the
characteristics of the scenes are very different from MOT17.
We do not use MOT15 training sequences, which further il-
lustrates the generalization strength of our tracker.
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Figure 2: We illustrate the ratio of tracked objects with re-
spect to their visibility evaluated on the Faster R-CNN pub-
lic detections. The results clearly demonstrate that none of
the presented more sophisticated methods achieves superior
performance to our approach. This is especially noticeable
for highly occluded boxes. The transparent red bars indicate
the ground truth distribution of visibilities.
Method Online Graph reID Appearance model Motion model Other
Tracktor ×
Tracktor++ × × Camera
FWT [23] Dense Face detection
jCC [30] Dense Point trajectories
MOTDT17 [9] × × × Kalman
MHT DAM [32] Sparse × Kalman
Table 3: A summary of the fundamental characteristics of
our methods and other state-of-the-art trackers.
4. Analysis
The superior performance of our tracker without any
tracking specific training or optimization demands a more
thorough analysis. Without sophisticated tracking meth-
ods, it is not expected to excel in crowded and occluded,
but rather only in benevolent, tracking scenarios. Which
begs the question whether more common tracking meth-
ods fail to specifically address these complex scenarios as
well. Our experiments and the subsequent analysis ought to
demonstrate the strengths of our approach for easy tracking
scenarios and motivate future research to focus on remain-
ing complex tracking problems. In particular, we question
the common execution of tracking-by-detection and suggest
a new tracking paradigm. The subsequent analysis is con-
ducted on the MOT17 training data and we compare all top
performing methods with publicly shared data.
4.1. Tracking challenges
For a better understanding of our tracker, we want to
analyse challenging tracking scenarios and compare its
strengths and weaknesses to other trackers. To this end,
we summarize their fundamental characteristics in Table 3.
FWT [23] and jCC [30] both apply a dense offline graph op-
timization on all detections in a given sequence. In contrast,
MHT DAM [32] limits its optimization to a sparse forward
view of hypothetical trajectories.
Object visibility. Intuitively, we expect diminished track-
ing performance for object-object or object-non-object oc-
clusions, i.e., for targets with diminished visibility. In Fig-
ure 2, we compare the ratio of successfully tracked bound-
ing boxes with respect to their visibility. The transparent
red bar indicates the occurrences of ground truth bound-
ing boxes for each visibility, and illustrates the propor-
tionate impact on the overall performance of the trackers.
Our method achieves superior performance even for par-
tially occluded bounding boxes with visibilities as low as
0.3. Neither the identify preserving aspects of MHT DAM
and MOTDT17 [9] nor the offline interpolation capabili-
ties of MHT DAM and jCC seem to successfully tackle
highly occluded objects. The high MOTA values in Table 2
are largely due to the unbalanced distribution of ground
truth visibilities. As expected, our extended version only
achieves minor improvements over our vanilla Tracktor.
Object size. In view of the large fraction of visible but not
tracked objects in Figure 2, we argue that the trackability
of an object is not only dependent on its visibility, but also
its size. Therefore, we conduct the same comparison as for
the visibility but for the size of an object. In the first row
of Figure 3, we assume the height of a pedestrian to be pro-
portional to its size and compare on all three MOT17 public
detection sets. All methods performed similarly well for
object heights larger than 250 pixels. To demonstrate their
shortcomings even for highly visible objects, we only com-
pare objects with a visibility larger than 0.9. As expected,
the trackability of an object decreases drastically with its
size across all three detection sets. Our tracker shows its
strength in compensating for insufficient DPM and Faster
R-CNN detections for all object sizes. All methods except
MOTDT17 benefit from the additional small detections pro-
vided by SDP. For our tracker this is largely due to the Fea-
ture Pyramid Network extension of our Faster-RCNN de-
tector. However, the learned appearance model and reID of
the online MOTDT17 method seem generally vulnerable to
small detections. Appearance models generally suffer from
small object sizes and few observed pixels. In conclusion,
except from our compensation of inferior detections none
of the trackers exhibit a notably better performance with re-
spect to varying object sizes.
Robustness to detections. The performance of tracking-
by-detection methods with respect to visibility and size is
inherently limited by the robustness of the underlying de-
tection method. However, as observed for the object size,
trackers differ in their ability to cope with, or benefit from,
varying quality of detections. In the second row of Fig-
ure 3, we quantify this ability in terms of detection gaps
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(a) DPM detections
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(c) SDP detections
Figure 3: The two rows illustrate the ratio of tracked objects with respect to: (i) object heights and (ii) the length of gaps in
the provided public detections. The transparent red bars indicate the ground truth distribution of heights and gap lengths in
the detections, respectively. To demonstrate the shortcomings of the presented trackers we limited the height comparison to
objects with visibility greater or equal than 0.9. Tracks that are not detected at all are not considered as a gap. Hence, SPD
generates the most gaps. For it also provides the most detections.
on their coverage by the tracker. We define a detection gap
as part of a ground truth trajectory that was at least once
detected, and compare coverage of each gap vs. the gap
length. Intuitively, long gaps are harder to compensate for,
as the online or offline tracker has to perform a longer hal-
lucination or interpolation, respectively. We indicated the
occurrences of gap lengths over the respective set of de-
tections in transparent red. For DPM and Faster R-CNN
detections, two solutions lead to notable gap coverage: (i)
offline interpolation such as in jCC, or (ii) motion prediction
with Kalman filter and reID as in MOTDT. Compared to the
graph-based jCC method, the online MOTDT17 method ex-
cels at covering particularly long gaps. However, none of
these dedicated tracking methods yields similar robustness
to our frame by frame regression tracker, which achieves
far superior coverage. This holds especially true for long
detection gaps with more than 15 frames. Offline methods
benefit the most from improved SDP detections and neither
our nor the MOTDT17 tracker convince with a notable gap
length robustness.
Identity preservation. The results of our Tracktor++ sum-
marized in Table 2 indicate an identity preservation perfor-
mance in terms of IDF1 and identity switches comparable
with dedicated tracking methods. This is achieved without
any offline graph optimization as in jCC [30] or eHAF [58].
In particular, MOTDT17, which applies a sophisticated ap-
pearance model and reID, is not substantially superior to
our regression tracker and its comparatively simple exten-
sions. However, our method excels in reducing the number
of false positives in MOT17 as well as MOT16. In addition,
we have shown that our Tracktor is capable of incorporating
additional identity preserving extension.
4.2. Oracle trackers
We have shown that none of the dedicated tracking
methods specifically targets challenging tracking scenarios,
i.e., objects under heavy occlusions or small objects. We
therefore want to motivate our Tracktor as a new tracking
paradigm. To this end, we analyse our performance two-
fold: (i) the impact of the object detector on the killing pol-
icy and bounding box regression, (ii) identify performance
upper bounds for potential extensions to our Tracktor. In
Table 4, we present several oracle trackers by replacing
parts of our algorithm with ground truth information. If not
mentioned otherwise, all other tracking aspects are handled
by our vanilla Tracktor. Their analysis should provide re-
searchers with useful insights regarding the most promising
research directions and extensions of our Tracktor.
Method MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ FP ↓ FN ↓ ID Sw. ↓
Tracktor 61.5 61.1 367 42903 1747
Tracktor++ +0.4 +3.6 -44 -449 -1421
Oracle-Kill +0.7 -0.7 -178 -694 +129
Oracle-REG +1.4 +5.6 -218 -1401 -1463
Oracle-MM +0.9 +5.2 -168 -898 -1332
Oracle-reID 0.0 +10.0 0 0 -1094
Oracle-MM-reID +0.9 +13.9 -168 -898 -1706
Oracle-MM-reID-INTER +2.6 +15.9 +3774 -6769 -1680
Oracle-ALL +10.7 +22.5 -360 -11745 -1743
Table 4: To show the potential of Tracktor and indicate
promising future research directions, we present multiple
oracle trackers. Each oracle exploits ground truth data for
a specific task, simulating, e.g., a perfect re-identification
(reID) or motion model (MM). We evaluate only on the
Faster R-CNN set of MOT17 public detections and high-
light performance gains and losses with respect to the
vanilla Tracktor in green and red, respectively. The arrows
indicate low or high optimal metric values.
Detector oracles. To simulate a potentially perfect object
detector, we introduce two oracles:
• Oracle-Kill: Instead of killing with NMS or classifica-
tion score we use ground truth information.
• Oracle-REG: Instead of regression, we place the
bounding boxes at their ground truth position.
Both oracles yield substantial improvements with respect
to MOTA and FP. However, killing by ground truth instead
of score deteriorates identity preservation as the regression
struggles with otherwise unseen bounding boxes.
Extension oracles. It should be noted, that Tracktor++
with non-perfect extensions already compensates for some
of the detector’s insufficiencies. The reID and motion
model (MM) oracles simulate potential additional perfor-
mance gains. In order to remain online, these exclude any
form of hindsight tracking-gap interpolation.
• Oracle-MM: A motion model places each bounding
box at the center of the ground truth in the next frame.
• Oracle-reID: Re-identification is performed with
ground truth identities.
As expected, both oracles improve IDF1 and identity
switches substantially. The combined Oracle-MM-reID
represents the extension upper bound of Tracktor++.
Omniscient oracle. Oracle-ALL performs ground truth
killing, regression and reID. We consider its top MOTA of
72.2%, in combination with a high IDF1 and virtually no
false positives, as the absolute upper bound of Tracktor with
a Faster R-CNN and FPN object detector.
The substantial performance gains from Oracle-MM in-
dicate the potential of extending Tracktor with a sophis-
ticated motion model. In particular, Oracle-MM-reID-
INTER suggests a predictive motion model which hallu-
cinates the position of an object through long occlusions.
Such a motion model avoids offline post processing and ad-
ditional false positives from wrong linear occlusion paths
caused by long detection gaps and camera movement
4.3. Towards a new tracking paradigm
To conclude our analysis we propose two approaches on
how to utilize Tracktor as a starting point for future research
directions:
Tracktor with extensions. Apply Tracktor to a given set
of detections and extend it with tracking specific methods.
Scenarios with large and highly visible objects will be cov-
ered by the frame to frame bounding box regression. For
the remaining, it seems most promising to implement a hal-
lucinating motion model, taking into account the individual
movements of objects. In addition, such a motion predictor
reduces the necessity for an advanced killing policy.
Tracklet generation. Analogous to tracking-by-detection,
we propose a tracking-by-tracklet approach. Indeed, many
algorithms already use tracklets as input [24, 65], as they
are richer in information for computing motion or appear-
ance models. However, usually a specific tracking method
is used to create these tracklets.We advocate the exploita-
tion of the detector itself, not only to create sparse detec-
tions, but frame to frame tracklets. The remaining complex
tracking cases ought to be tackled by a subsequent tracking
method.
In this work, we have formally defined those hard cases,
analyzing the situations in which not only our method but
other dedicated tracking solutions fail. And by doing so,
we question the current focus of research in multi-object
tracking, in particular, the missing confrontation with chal-
lenging tracking scenarios.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that the bounding box regressor of
a trained Faster-RCNN detector is enough to solve most
tracking scenarios present in current benchmarks. A de-
tector converted to Tracktor needs no specific training on
tracking ground truth data and is able to work in an online
fashion. In addition, we have shown that our Tracktor is ex-
tendable with re-identification and camera motion compen-
sation, providing a substantial new state-of-the-art on the
MOTChallenge. We analyzed the performance of multiple
dedicated tracking methods on challenging tracking scenar-
ios and none yielded substantially better performance com-
pared to our regression based Tracktor. We hope this work
establishes a new tracking paradigm, utilizing the object de-
tector’s full capabilities.
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Abstract
The supplementary material complements our work with the
pseudocode representation of Tracktor and additional implemen-
tation and training details of its object detector and tracking ex-
tensions. In addition, we provide more details on our experiments
and analysis including the MOTChallenge benchmark results of
our Tracktor++ tracker for each sequence and set of public detec-
tions.
A. Implementation
For the sake of completeness and in order to facilitate the re-
production of our results, we provide additional implementation
details and references of our Tracktor and its extensions.
A.1. Tracktor
In Algorithm 1 and 2, we present a structured pseudocode rep-
resentation of our Tracktor for private and public detections, re-
spectively. Algorithm 1 corresponds to the method illustrated in
Figure 1 and Section 2.2 of our main work.
Object detector. As mentioned before, our approach requires
no dedicated training or optimization on tracking ground truth
data and performs tracking only with an object detection method.
To this end, we train the Faster R-CNN (FRCNN) [52] multi-
object detector with Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [41] on the
MOT17Det [45] dataset.
In addition, we follow the improvements suggested by [?].
These include a replacement of the Region of Interest (RoI) pool-
ing [21] by the crop and resize pooling suggested by Huang et
al. [?] and training with a batch size of N = 1 instead of N = 2
while increasing the number of extracted regions from R = 128
to R = 256. These changes and the addition of FPN ought to
improve the detection results for comparatively small objects. We
achieve the best results with a ResNet-101 [22] as the underlying
feature extractor. In Table 1, we compare the performance on the
official MOT17Det detection benchmark for the three object de-
tection methods mentioned in this work. The results demonstrate
the incremental gain in detection performance of DPM [19], FR-
CNN and SDP [63] (ascending order). Our FRCNN implementa-
∗Contributed equally. Correspondence to: tim.meinhardt@tum.de
tion without FPN is on par with the official MOT17Det entry and
represents the detector applied in the Tracktor-no-FPN variant of
our ablation study in Section 3.1.
Method AP ↑ MODA ↑ FP ↓ FN ↓ Precision ↑ Recall ↑
FRCNN + FPN 0.81 70.2 14914 19196 96.5 83.2
FRCNN 0.72 71.6 8227 24269 91.6 78.8
DPM [19] 0.61 31.2 42308 36557 64.8 68.1
FRCNN [52] 0.72 68.5 10081 25963 89.8 77.3
SDP [63] 0.81 76.9 7599 18865 92.6 83.5
Table 1: A comparison of our Faster R-CNN (FRCNN)
with Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) implementation on
the MOT17Det detection benchmark with the three object
detection methods mentioned in this work. Our vanilla FR-
CNN results are on par with the official FRCNN implemen-
tation. The extension with FPN yields a detection perfor-
mance close to SDP. For a detailed summary of the shown
detection metrics we refer to the official MOTChallenge
web page: https://motchallenge.net.
A.2. Tracking extensions
Our presented Tracktor++ tracker is an extension of the Track-
tor that uses two multi-pedestrian tracking specific extensions,
namely, a motion model and re-identification.
Motion model. For the motion model via camera motion com-
pensation (CMC) we apply image registration using the Enhanced
Correlation Coefficient (ECC) maximization as in [16]. The un-
derlying image registration allows either for an euclidean or affine
image alignment mode. We apply the first for rotating camera
movements, e.g., as a result of an unsteady camera movement.
In the case of an additional camera translation such as in the au-
tonomous driving sequences of 2D MOT 2015 [45], we resort to
the affine transformation. It should be noted that in MOT17 [45],
camera translation is comparatively slow and therefore we con-
sider all sequences as only rotating. In addition, we present a
second motion model which aims at facilitating the regression for
sequences with low frame rates, i.e., large object displacements
between frames. Before we perform bounding box regression, the
constant velocity assumption (CVM) model shifts bounding boxes
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in the direction of their previous velocity. This is achieved by mov-
ing the center of the bounding box bkt−1 by the vectorial difference
of the two previous bounding box centers at t− 2 and t− 1. The
CVA motion model is only applied to the AVG-TownCentre se-
quence of 2D MOT 2015.
Re-identification. Our short-term re-identification utilizes a
Siamese neural network to compare bounding box features and
return a measure of their identity. To this end, we train the
TriNet [25] architecture which is based on ResNet-50 [22] with
the triplet loss and batch hard strategy as presented in [25]. The
network is optimized with Adam [?] with β = (0.9, 0.999) and
a decaying learning rate as described in [25]. Training samples
with corresponding identity are generated from the MOT17 track-
ing ground truth training data. The TriNet architecture requires
input data with a dimension of H ×W = 256 × 128. To allow
for a subsequent data augmentation via horizontal flip and random
cropping, each ground truth bounding box is cropped and resized
to 9
8
(H ×W ). A training batch consists of 18 randomly selected
identities, each of which is represented with 4 different samples.
Identities with less than 4 samples in the ground truth data are dis-
carded.
B. Experiments
A detailed summary of our official and published MOTChal-
lenge benchmark results for our Tracktor++ tracker is presented
in Table 3. For the corresponding results for each sequence and
set of detections for the other trackers mentioned in this work we
refer to the official MOTChallenge web page available at https:
//motchallenge.net.
B.1. Evaluation metrics
In order to measure the performance of a tracker, we men-
tioned the Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) [29] and
ID F1 Score (IDF1) [53]. However, previous Tables such as 3
included additional informative metrics. The false positives (FP)
and negatives (FN) account for the total number of either bounding
boxes not covering any ground truth bounding box or ground truth
bounding boxes not covered by any bounding box, respectively. To
measure the track identity preserving capabilities, we report the
total number of identity switches (ID Sw.), i.e., a bounding box
covering a ground truth bounding box from a different track than
in the previous frame. The mostly tracked (MT) and mostly lost
(ML) metrics provide track wise information on how many ground
truth tracks are covered by bounding boxes for either at least 80%
or at most 20%, respectively. MOTA and IDF1 are meaningful
combinations of the aforementioned basic metrics. All metrics
were computed using the official evaluation code provided by the
MOTChallenge benchmark.
B.2. Raw DPM detections
As most object detection methods, DPM applies a final non-
maximum-suppression (NMS) step to a large set of raw detections.
The MOT16 [45] benchmark provides both, the set before and af-
ter the NMS, as public DPM detections. However, this NMS step
is performed with DPM classification scores and an unknown In-
tersection over Union (IoU) threshold. Therefore, we extracted
Method MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ ID Sw. ↓
Tracktor++ 42.14 45.76 18.17 38.93 3918 83904 648
Tracktor-no-FPN++ 39.41 43.46 16.63 39.00 6975 83380 922
eHAF17 37.37 46.44 20.63 35.83 11050 86510 605
FWT 39.06 42.07 17.60 37.53 8397 88290 780
jCC 37.64 46.66 18.70 36.33 9984 86897 577
MOTDT17 38.81 46.34 14.47 36.91 8911 88773 731
MHT DAM 37.54 46.17 17.43 34.86 9795 89294 742
Table 2: Comparison on MOT17 test set with Faster R-
CNN public detections. Tracktor-no-FPN++ applies vanilla
Faster R-CNN.
our own classification scores for all raw detections and applied our
own NMS step. Although not specifically provided, we followed
the convention to also process raw DPM detections for MOT17.
Note, several other public trackers already work on raw detec-
tions [30, 9, 13] and their own classification score and NMS proce-
dure. Therefore, we consider the comparison with public trackers
as fair.
B.3. Evaluation on public detections
By reclassifying and regressing the given public detections
with a private object detector, Tracktor reduces the equalizing ef-
fect of public detections to the initialization of new tracks. In
addition to our remarks in Section 3 regarding the publicness of
our method, we emphasize the potential of Tracktor in compari-
son with other state-of-the-art trackers even without the advantage
of the reclassification and regression. To this end, we show Ta-
ble 2, which evaluates all trackers on the MOT17 test set only
with Faster R-CNN public detections. Tracktor-no-FPN++ (with-
out Feature Pyramid Networks) uses a vanilla Faster R-CNN for
reclassification and regression, effectively, not altering the public
detections. However, the results support the overall conclusions
from Table 2 of our main work.
B.4. Tracktor thresholds
To demonstrate the robustness of our tracker with respect to
the classification score and IoU thresholds, we refrained from any
sequence or detection-specific fine-tuning. In particular, we per-
formed our experiments on all benchmarks with σactive = 0.5,
λactive = 0.6 and λnew = 0.3, which were chosen to be optimal
for the MOT17 training dataset. In general, a higher λactive than
λnew introduces stability into the tracker, as less active tracks are
killed by the NMS and less new tracks are initialized. A compara-
tively higher λactive relaxes potential object-object occlusions and
implies a certain confidence in the regression performance.
B.5. Tracktor video frame rate robustness
A successful Tracktor bounding box regression depends on suf-
ficiently high video frame rates or, in other words, small frame-
by-frame object displacements. A possible approach to address
this issue is the extension with a powerful motion model. A rudi-
mentary motion model, the camera motion compensation (CMC),
is presented in Section 2.3 and evaluated in the ablation study
in Table 1. However, MOT16 and MOT17 mostly consist of se-
quences with benevolent video frame rates and slow moving ob-
jects (pedestrians).
We therefore complement our analysis of Tracktor in challeng-
ing tracking scenarios from Section 4.1 with an evaluation of its
video frame rate robustness. To this end, we evaluate Tracktor
and Tracktor++ on all MOT17 training sequences with originally
30 frames per second (FPS) and reduce their frame rates by re-
moving frames from the data and ground truth. In Figure 1, both
versions exhibit a fairly robust object tracking (MOTA) and iden-
tity preservation (IDF1) for rates as low as 5 FPS. As expected, the
performance for very small rates suffers particularly with respect
to identity preservation.
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Figure 1: Tracking performance of Tracktor and Tracktor++
on low frame rate versions of the MOT17-{02, 04, 09, 10,
11}-FRCNN sequences.
C. Oracle trackers
In our main work, we conclude the analysis in Section 4 with
a comparison of multiple oracle trackers that highlight the poten-
tial of future research directions. For each oracle, one or multiple
aspects of our vanilla Tracktor are substituted with ground truth
information, thereby simulating perfect behavior. For further un-
derstanding, we provide more details on the oracles for each of the
distinct tracking aspects:
• Oracle-Kill: This oracle kills tracks only if they have an
IoU less than 0.5 with the corresponding ground truth bound-
ing box. The matching between predicted and ground truth
tracks is performed with the Hungarian [?] algorithm. In the
case of an object-object occlusion (IoU > 0.8), the ground
truth matching is applied to decide which of the objects is
occluded by the other and therefore should be killed.
• Oracle-REG: We simulate a perfect regression by matching
tracks with an IoU threshold of 0.5 to the ground truth at
frame t− 1 . The regression oracle then sets track bounding
boxes to the corresponding ground truth coordinates at frame
t.
• Oracle-MM: A perfect motion model works analogous to
Oracle-REG but we only move the previous bounding box
center to the center of the ground truth bounding box at frame
t. However, the bounding box height and width are still de-
termined by the regression.
• Oracle-reID: Again, we use the Hungarian algorithm to
match the new set of detections to the ground truth data.
Ground truth identity matches between inactive tracks and
new detections yield a perfect re-identification.
Algorithm 1: Tracktor algorithm (private detections)
Data: Video sequence as ordered list
I = {i0, i1, · · · , iT−1} of images it.
Result: Set of object trajectories
T = {T1, T1, · · · , Tk} with
Tk = {bkt1 ,bkt2 , · · · ,bktN | 0 ≤ t1, · · · , tN ≤
T − 1} as a list of ordered object bounding
boxes bkt = (x, y, w, h).
1 T , Tactive ← ∅;
2 for it ∈ I do
3 B,S ← ∅;
4 for Tk ∈ Tactive do
5 bkt−1 ← Tk[−1];
6 bkt , s
k
t ← detector.reg and class(bkt−1);
7 if skt < σactive then
8 Tactive ← Tactive − {Tk};
9 T ← T + {Tk};
10 else
11 B ← B + {bkt };
12 S ← S + {skt };
13 B ← NMS(B, S, λactive);
14 for k, Tk ∈ Tactive do
15 if k /∈ B then
16 Tactive ← Tactive − {Tk};
17 T ← T + {Tk};
18 for Tk,bkt ∈ zip(Tactive, B) do
19 Tk ← Tk + {bkt };
20 Dt ← detector.detections(it);
21 for dt ∈ Dt do
22 for bkt ∈ B do
23 if IoU(dt,bkt ) > λnew then
24 Dt ← Dt − {dt};
25 for dt ∈ Dt do
26 Tk ← ∅;
27 Tk ← Tk + {dt};
28 Tactive ← Tactive + {Tk};
29 T ← T + Tactive;
Algorithm 2: Tracktor algorithm (public detections)
Data: Video sequence as ordered list
I = {i0, i1, · · · , iT−1} of images it and public
detections as ordered list
D = {D0,D1, · · · ,DT−1} of detections Dt.
Result: Set of object trajectories
T = {T1, T2 · · · , Tk} with
Tk = {bkt1 ,bkt2 , · · · ,bktN | 0 ≤ t1, · · · , tN ≤
T − 1} as a list of ordered object bounding
boxes bkt = (x, y, w, h).
1 T , Tactive ← ∅;
2 for it,Dt ∈ zip(I, D) do
3 B,S ← ∅;
4 for Tk ∈ Tactive do
5 bkt−1 ← Tk[−1];
6 bkt , s
k
t ← detector.reg and class(bkt−1);
7 if skt < σactive then
8 Tactive ← Tactive − {Tk};
9 T ← T + {Tk};
10 else
11 B ← B + {bkt };
12 S ← S + {skt };
13 B ← NMS(B, S, λactive);
14 for k, Tk ∈ Tactive do
15 if k /∈ B then
16 Tactive ← Tactive − {Tk};
17 T ← T + {Tk};
18 for Tk,bkt ∈ zip(Tactive, B) do
19 Tk ← Tk + {bkt };
20 S ← ∅;
21 for dt ∈ Dt do
22 dt, st ← detector.reg and class(dt);
23 if st < σactive then
24 Dt ← Dt − {dt};
25 else
26 S ← S + {st};
27 Dt ← NMS(Dt, S, λnew);
28 for dt ∈ Dt do
29 for bkt ∈ B do
30 if IoU(dt,bkt ) > λnew then
31 Dt ← Dt − {dt};
32 for dt ∈ Dt do
33 Tk ← ∅;
34 Tk ← Tk + {dt};
35 Tactive ← Tactive + {Tk};
36 T ← T + Tactive;
Sequence Detection MOTA ↑ IDF1 ↑ MT ↑ ML ↓ FP ↓ FN ↓ ID Sw. ↓
MOT17 [45]
MOT17-01 DPM [19] 35.9 37.1 20.8 50.0 131 3962 39
MOT17-03 DPM 65.2 57.0 35.1 12.8 1338 34840 222
MOT17-06 DPM 52.7 55.7 18.5 40.1 184 5310 80
MOT17-07 DPM 40.5 42.5 10.0 40.0 363 9603 90
MOT17-08 DPM 27.0 30.7 9.2 50.0 213 15130 83
MOT17-12 DPM 45.6 55.2 16.5 48.4 88 4596 29
MOT17-14 DPM 26.9 37.1 6.7 53.0 591 12834 92
MOT17-01 FRCNN [52] 34.9 34.8 20.8 41.7 406 3753 39
MOT17-03 FRCNN 66.4 59.7 37.2 13.5 1014 33961 189
MOT17-06 FRCNN 56.7 59.0 23.0 27.5 359 4647 96
MOT17-07 FRCNN 39.4 43.1 11.7 40.0 555 9588 93
MOT17-08 FRCNN 27.1 31.7 11.8 50.0 197 15119 74
MOT17-12 FRCNN 43.4 53.9 15.4 51.6 185 4697 25
MOT17-14 FRCNN 27.1 38.1 7.3 48.2 1202 12139 132
MOT17-01 SDP [63] 37.5 36.8 25.0 41.7 283 3706 42
MOT17-03 SDP 69.6 60.1 39.9 10.8 2469 29065 248
MOT17-06 SDP 56.8 59.2 26.1 28.8 354 4638 93
MOT17-07 SDP 41.2 42.6 11.7 33.3 596 9231 111
MOT17-08 SDP 28.7 32.1 13.2 47.4 253 14715 103
MOT17-12 SDP 45.3 56.9 18.7 48.4 212 4492 34
MOT17-14 SDP 27.6 38.5 7.3 48.2 1208 12021 158
All 53.5 52.3 19.5 36.6 12201 248047 2072
MOT16 [45]
MOT16-03 DPM 65.8 57.9 35.1 12.2 1397 34101 226
MOT16-06 DPM 53.9 57.9 20.4 39.4 243 5000 80
MOT16-07 DPM 43.0 43.6 13.0 33.3 405 8808 97
MOT16-08 DPM 34.3 36.8 12.7 38.1 314 10577 101
MOT16-12 DPM 48.0 57.0 18.6 44.2 108 4172 30
MOT16-14 DPM 27.4 37.6 6.7 51.2 659 12645 108
All 54.4 52.5 19.0 36.9 3280 79149 682
2D MOT 2015 [37]
TUD-Crossing ACF [14] 78.3 58.3 53.8 0.0 14 207 18
PETS09-S2L2 ACF 44.5 28.4 4.8 2.4 644 4420 289
ETH-Jelmoli ACF 57.8 67.4 35.6 24.4 317 732 21
ETH-Linthescher ACF 49.3 55.5 15.7 50.8 178 4303 48
ETH-Crossing ACF 43.0 54.2 11.5 38.5 22 538 12
AVG-TownCentre ACF 39.0 38.5 17.3 19.0 620 3075 665
ADL-Rundle ACF-1 33.7 49.3 28.1 9.4 2497 3615 56
ADL-Rundle ACF-3 45.6 46.0 15.9 13.6 750 4713 68
KITTI-16 ACF 48.1 50.8 17.6 5.9 174 672 37
KITTI-19 ACF 49.4 59.5 14.5 14.5 553 2082 71
Venice-1 ACF 35.1 42.6 23.5 29.4 708 2220 33
All 44.1 46.7 18.0 26.2 6477 26577 1318
Table 3: A detailed summary of the tracking results of our Tracktor++ tracker on all three MOTChallenge benchmarks. The
results are separated into individual sequences and sets of public detections.
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